
Class 01
4-H Market Lambs Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Champion 4-H Market Lamb Blue 1 76 Joseph Schuyleman Wenatchee Heights 4-H Club 106

This is a very high quality market animal. I appreciate the mass that his structure has 
developed and allowed for meat to develop on. He has been conditioned to a market ready 
state and appears to have a very high cutability ratio. I appreciate the functionality of his 
stride, his depth of leg and square hip.

Reserve Champion 4-H Market Lamb Blue 2 82 Austin Bell Columbia River 4H 115

This is a very attractive wether lamb, who has an amazing silhouette. He appears to have an 
adequate amount of fat on him and looks to be a lamb that would be highly valued as a 
carcass. I am, however, using him as the second place lamb in this class due to two 
reasons. The first reason is due to a lack of mass. While this lamb has a decent carcass it 
doesn't surpass the class winner. The second reason is due to his skeleton. He is a little 
rugged over his top and does not walk with the most ideal form. These two faults are highly 
critical of a very commendable lamb, congratulations. 

Blue 3 52 Olivia Berdan Wenatchee Heights 4-H Club 108

This lamb in third place will make a very acceptable carcass. From the video it could use a 
few more days on a high energy diet to add more fat over the meat to ensure that the meat 
cures correctly in the cooler or freezer. This lamb places third due to a few structural issues 
on the stride and a lack of mass. If I were change this sheep I'd add more width to her rack, 
just behind her neck, and to her hip. A very good project that the exhibitor should be proud of.

Blue 4 54 Samarah Givens Waterville 4-h club 134

While this lamb is fourth in class it will still receive a blue ribbon. It is a lamb that has 
acceptable market qualities. If we were to improve this lamb we would level the hip off from 
the profile view, clean the boldness of the front shoulder, as well as tighten up and smoothen 
its hip loin junction. Overall its lamb that can be appreciated for serving its purpose. 



Class 02
FFA Market Lambs Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Third Overall FFA Market Lamb Blue 1 47 Isabel Fadenrecht Cashmere FFA 122

This lamb is a very interesting lamb to study. From a carcass standpoint he will create a 
very appetizing carcass. He, however, has a few structural aspects that I would like to 
change. The main issue I have with his structure is when he's on the move his rear legs don't 
move as freely as I would like. This causes him to round off his hip on the move which gives 
the judge a less appealing sight and is not a desirable trait when producing livestock that 
need to be able to functional in all settings of production. With that, I still appreciate the 
qualities that this lamb brings to the table. He is big butted, big topped and long sided. A very 
well developed lamb that with a bit more fat would be a lamb would be a lamb that could do 
very well nationally.  

Red 2 51 Elle Spears Cashmere FFA 132

This second place lamb is a lamb that with more time on feed would create a valuable 
carcass. It is a lamb that has a naturally wide rear base. This wide base, and long body, 
indicate to me that the lamb has potential to get to a much higher weight. Overall, this lamb 
is a good lamb that just needs more time on feed to be considered for a high placing. 



Class 03
FFA Market Lambs Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Fifth Overall FFA Market Lamb Blue 1 48 Madeleine Fadenrecht Cashmere FFA 124

This lamb is a very attractive lamb that will win this class. While he could use more fat to 
cover his carcass he has a lot of product on him. He appears to be deep loined, legged and 
bodied. I appreciate his overall mass which allows him to carry so much muscle. He is a 
lamb that is very powerful and athletic. Thank you for raising a high quality individual.  

Seventh Overall FFA Market Lamb Blue 2 64 Isabelle Harris Manson FFA 102

This lamb placing second is a lamb that has a commendable carcass however he has a few 
issues with his skeleton. On the move he roaches up in his spine and gives the appearance 
of having less length than he does. While this view he gives is not attractive, upon further 
inspection he has a very long and deep body. A well fed lamb that will make a great carcass. 

Blue 3 50 Sophie Graybill Cashmere FFA 126
This lamb placing third in class is a lamb that is structurally. Very correct, I would love to 
see this lamb in a breeding class as her skeleton and build is beautiful. She however falls 
short of the lamb in second due to his superior carcass merits.  

Blue 4 46 Sydney Young Cashmere FFA 133

This lamb, as a carcass, will be a very productive individual. I respect this lamb for that 
reason. I appreciate the front view of this lamb as his front legs are structurally sound and 
has a smooth chest floor. He could use a bit more of a level hip as well as width in his hip. 
His depth of leg is adequate but could be improved through genetic selection. He places 4th 
in this class as the class as his competitors do not lack in these areas. 



Class 04
FFA Market Lambs Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Champion FFA Market Lamb Blue 1 56 Kimberly Dodson Cashmere FFA 121

This lamb is a respectable in many ways. He has a good skeleton and carcass in him. He 
has qualities that would allow him to compete at almost any level in the nation. I feel that 
with a few more days on feed he would be in the perfect condition to put in the freezer. A job 
well done.

Fourth Overall FFA Market Lamb Blue 2 40 Katelyn Cooper Cashmere FFA 118
This lamb on the move has a very attractive carcass in him. When he isn’t bracing and 
showing a break in his hip loin junction he has a very attractive silhouette. If I were to 
improve this lamb I would clean up his stride and widen his natural stance. 

Red 3 77 Neely Ovenell Cashmere FFA 129
While this lamb has one of the largest racks of the class he is just not put together as well as 
the sheep that place higher than him in the class today. He will make a commendable 
carcass and is fed out proficiently. This is a very good exhibition.

Red 4 57 Austin Brownlee Wenatchee High School FFA 111
While this lamb is last in class it is a lamb that will still produce a good carcass. He has a 
few structural issues that sort him to the bottom but with a few structural corrections of his top 
line and added mass a lamb like this could easily place higher in class.



Class 05
FFA Market Lambs Ribbon Placing VSS 

ID Exhibitor Name Club or Chapter Ear Tag Reason

Reserve Champion FFA Market Lamb Blue 1 66 Debra Dodson Cashmere FFA 120

This lamb is very impressive to study he has the most valuable carcass on him as well as a 
wide, open, and free, structure. He appears to have a deep loin, a deep leg, and long body. 
He also carries these on a skeleton that allow him to build such a carcass. This is a very 
strong contender, well done to the exhibitor.

Sixth Overall FFA Market Lamb Blue 2 93 Kaden Keogh Cashmere FFA 127

This lamb has been conditioned very appropriately by his exhibitor and they should take 
pride in their work. Your hard work is very apparent. This lab is built on a very sturdy and 
large structure that would allow this lamb to grow even more and carry more weight. This 
lamb falls short of the class winner due to his shorter body and hip.

Blue 3 11 Kassidy Wilfong Chelan FFA 100
This lamb is a very athletic and muscular lamb. While he has a lot of muscle on him he is 
very raw. He needs a week or so more on a high energy feed to help finish this lamb. If it had 
more condition on the lamb it would have been a hard sheep beat.

Red 4 49 Kody Richards Wenatchee FFA 114
This lamb was unfortunately sorted into a very competitive class, she is built on a good 
foundation but doesn’t carry the mass that the other sheep in the class hold. This ewe is well 
finished and appears to have adequate fat cover.


